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Things Shiormim know
Center of the human body

Navel folds of skin around the whole belly move with shape changes with age and
weight
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Yoram Sorek
?Mystery: Why We Pupik
.Most mammals do not
.Other scars disappear from the embryo
.Potential pollution by the folds of extra skin there
?So why
Not quite clear but we attach considerable importance to this organ seemingly
.casual
He gets attention in sex and courtship, has the potential artistic ornaments - Is
?there any explanation for this excessive attention to this
Yormim know
D"k stroking the dog works us Btmihth: "How come dogs do not like our
"?navel

Cord is, of course, no more than the scar that remains in the stomach where
.Hthbrno womb to the placenta trained
.Once we wanted the first breath of air cord becomes superfluous
He was cut, residual depleted falls a week later, leaving the cord as a
.souvenir
That we are all partners with the placenta in mammals and yet there is
.something special about our relationship to the human navel

Artistic organ
Despite the lack of usability navel is
.one of the first body parts that babies learn to call them by name
Center of the Vatican Sistine Chapel ceiling painted one of the peaks of
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?Adam with a navel
?Could Michelangelo missed
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human art: The Creation of Man
.Michelangelo
Newly created man from dirt getting
the spirit of life from God and his
stomach, though not out of pity or
.sign in placenta, umbilical flying
You can suspect that artist or the
client, Pope Julius II, biblical
ignorance but the Hub is such an
important component of the human
body image could not be given up
without losing the humanity of our
ancestors. Figurines archaeologists
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found the earliest figurines of women ages are approximately - 25,000 years.
primitive characters, poor detail, anatomical accuracy very distant and yet
.also masters of the Stone Age did not give up on the cord
Beautiful navel criteria formulated
the classical Greek and Roman
Aisle walk upright
sculpture and saved since no
.change
abdomen revealed the
Surprising
therefore
to
find
that our
curious looks, body hair
friend the best in the vast majority of
thinned color vision
mammals is very difficult to identify
made skin tones issues
.the navel
Even
if
you
look
at
their
bellies
important information
clearing of the great mammals
.dolphin, an elephant or a whale is very difficulty to find a male Pupik
Biologist Marc Charles Ngizi challenge the conventional concept of umbilical
scar insignificant: baby's body knows to heal wounds without scars and rough
and our body through big changes cord loss without leaving signs of
.dehydration so
Suffice it to mention the embryonic Hznvenb disappeared leaving behind
.smooth skin
Folds are depressions in places prone to accumulating pollution and we
expect that nature could smooth the scar that we just as she pressed for the
.dog's D"k sharp eye

Organ sexy
Opinion of some researchers, the
navel is the obvious result of
evolutionary pressures of sexual
choice - the Hub is a natural jewel
designed the eyes of a potential
.partner
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Most pierced pierced by fans at no less
attractive cleavage
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According to this hypothesis, several developments in the history of our friend
to his shares of the navel: the transition to walk upright and revealed the
curious stares belly, thinning hair and body color vision that made the skin
.tones issues important information about the physical condition of our friends
Strengthening the idea of sexual bait navel is almost universal link between
.the navel and erotic attraction
Bashir had our songs, just before his gaze of the whole comes to "two twin
doe Ofarim" he becomes available to review the Pupik (reigned Biblical
Hebrew): "Srrc full moon, to - miss temperament; belly stack of needles,
.genre roses

Abnormal umbilical
cord thickness or less
in Izrim the developing
fetus of oxygen and
food and leave behind
small or misshapen
Pupik properly problem

Today, belly shirts exposing navel
looks attractive as Mmhsofim
.generous
Navel featured organ "hammer" and

.most pierced pierced by fans from all parts of the body to the south nose
Sexual aspect of this decoration was demonstrated in the survey with college
girls it was reported that the chances of sexual permissiveness among
decorated navel almost twice as high from the their friends gave up the
.pleasure
These articles, by the way, taught as the world view of respected
.psychologists over the sex habits of students
Line that defines sexual permissiveness is actually on the six partners - see
.Miss pious by researchers to count the lovers on the fingers of one hand

?What reflects the Hub
Even if standing upright fur loss
exposed the navel which will benefit those who use it as a criterion for
?choosing a partner
Aki Sinkkonen, a biologist from the University of Helsinki, recently published
an article in which he offers to see a character quality navel hard to fake
.health and nutrition
The size and shape of the navel is determined by the shape of the hose
.connect to it when we move
Abnormal umbilical cord thickness or less in Izrim the developing fetus of
.oxygen and food and leave behind small or misshapen Pupik properly issue
Proper symmetric hub indicates that we received good growth conditions
.during the most critical
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Depleted residual falls a week later,
leaving the cord as a souvenir
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Plastic surgeons are the only doctors who discover, following customer
requirements, a scar that turns out to be quite feminine ideal hub that can
draw: he vertical or T-shaped, almost flat, symmetrical and surrounded by a
.fold of skin in diameter between 1.5 to two inches
This form is characteristic of normal-weight young women but folds of skin
.around the navel and moving with the entire stomach
Who suffers from malnutrition stand out cord out of shape changes with age,
.weight pregnancies
Umbilical symmetric, the size of the "right" may have been easily
recognizable sign of health, proper nutrition at an early age - features to look
.for at a couple
.This is, of course, a rather wild speculations
For example, the idea there is a connection between the shape of the navel
.quality circulation Hshiliiti not examined before

The skin around the navel equipped Afokriniot as sweat glands in the armpit
body odor and other centers, glands Hmfrisot addition saltwater proteins also
can be volatile materials may play a role in the media guessing about the
.smell at some point of ancient evolutionary journey
Still nice to know that we are our relatives the chimpanzees Mtiihdim minds
.not only developed but also decorating a rare stomach

.Thanks to Dr
.Mark Changizi and - Dr
.Aki Sinkkonen for their assistance
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An interesting question came to your mind, intriguing, strange, hallucinatory
?or funny
.Forum "answer every question" waiting for her
You can also send - Ysorek@gmail.com

For updates on the RSS for all sections shook current events, add the link
:attached
http://rss.nana10.co.il/?s=126&Cat=10576
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